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Abstract

Although casual drinkers are a majority of the alcohol drinking population, understanding of the long-term ef-
fects of chronic exposure to lower levels of alcohol is limited. Chronic exposure to lower doses of ethanol may
facilitate the development of alcohol use disorders, potentially because of ethanol effects on reward learning
and motivation. Indeed, our previously published findings showed that chronic low-dose ethanol exposure en-
hanced motivation for sucrose in male, but not female, mice. As the ventral hippocampus (vHPC) is sensitive
to disruption by higher doses of chronic ethanol and tracks reward-related information, we hypothesized that
this region is impacted by low-dose ethanol and, further, that manipulating vHPC activity would alter reward
motivation. In vivo electrophysiological recordings of vHPC population neural activity during progressive ratio
testing revealed that vHPC activity was suppressed in the period immediately after reward seeking (lever
press) in ethanol-naive controls, whereas suppression of vHPC activity anticipated reward seeking in ethanol-
exposed mice. In both ethanol-naive and exposed mice, vHPC activity was suppressed before a reward mag-
azine entry. Temporally selective inhibition of vHPC using optogenetics increased motivation for sucrose in
ethanol-naive controls, but not in ethanol-exposed mice. Further, regardless of exposure history, vHPC inhibi-
tion promoted checking of the reward magazine, indicating a role for vHPC in reward tracking. There was no
effect of chemogenetic inhibition of the vHPC either during training or testing on sucrose reward motivation.
These results reveal novel ethanol-induced alterations in vHPC neural activity that shift how vHPC activity is
able to regulate reward seeking.
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Significance Statement

A large portion of the population consumes alcohol at levels that are subthreshold for an alcohol use disor-
der. Low-dose ethanol exposure could help convey susceptibility to alcohol use disorders by disrupting ac-
tivity in brain regions that are important in reward seeking and motivation like the ventral hippocampus
(vHPC). Here, we found that a history of low-dose ethanol exposure shifted ventral hippocampus encoding
of actions in mice, such that it altered the role of ventral hippocampus in reward seeking. These findings fur-
ther our understanding of the impacts of low-dose ethanol exposure on motivated behavior and reveal etha-
nol-induced modulations in neural correlates of reward motivation.
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Introduction
Amajority of adults who consume alcohol drink at levels

that do not meet diagnostic criteria for an alcohol use dis-
order (SAMHSA, 2021). Despite the high prevalence of
low-dose ethanol consumption, the effect of low-dose
ethanol on brain function and behavior remains poorly
understood. Recently published data from our lab found
that a history of chronic low-dose ethanol exposure in-
creases motivation for sucrose in male, but not female,
mice (Bryant et al., 2022). Further, this increased motiva-
tion in males was associated with reduced reward track-
ing behavior, suggesting that low-dose ethanol exposure
produced long-term changes in reward seeking behavior
and behavioral strategy selection. However, the neurobio-
logical changes resulting from chronic low-dose ethanol
exposure that support shifts in reward motivation and
tracking are largely uncharacterized.
The ventral hippocampus (vHPC) is increasingly consid-

ered to be a critical contributor to reward learning and re-
ward seeking behavior (Ito et al., 2008; Schumacher et al.,
2016; Riaz et al., 2017; Barfield and Gourley, 2019). It has
been theorized that suppressed vHPC activity is neces-
sary for the performance of flexible actions (Gray, 1977;
Bryant and Barker, 2020). Indeed, lesioning or inhibition of
the vHPC promotes goal-directed and approach-related
behaviors during reward seeking (Kjelstrup et al., 2002; D.
R. Bach et al., 2014; Ito and Lee, 2016; Schumacher et al.,
2016) and chemogenetic suppression of vHPC activity can
restore goal-directed behavior (Barker et al., 2019). Thus,
changes in vHPC activity surrounding behavioral events
could underlie differences in reward seeking through dys-
regulation of downstream targets.
The vHPC is particularly sensitive to perturbation by

ethanol exposure. Chronic ethanol consumption pro-
duces significantly greater pyramidal neuron loss in the
ventral versus dorsal hippocampus (Lescaudron and
Verna, 1985). Recent studies have shown that chronic in-
termittent ethanol-exposed (175–225mg/dl) mice and
rats exhibit reductions in vHPC calcium activity and in-
creases in vHPC synaptic excitability that may drive fur-
ther ethanol seeking behavior (Ewin et al., 2019; E. C.
Bach et al., 2021; Griffin et al., 2023). To our knowledge,
all previous research into chronic ethanol effects on the
vHPC has investigated changes in vHPC in models of etha-
nol dependence, which produces changes different from
lower levels of exposure or even binge alone (Crabbe et al.,
2011; Becker, 2013). Given our recent finding that chronic
low-dose ethanol alters reward-seeking strategies, we hy-
pothesized that ethanol-driven shifts in behavioral strategy
would be accompanied by shifts in vHPC neural activity
patterns given its role in reward seeking and sensitivity to

ethanol-induced perturbation. This study thus integrated in
vivo recordings of vHPC population neural activity during
motivated behavior to characterize low-dose ethanol ef-
fects on vHPC activity and closed-loop optogenetic inhibi-
tion of vHPC activity to demonstrate a direct role of vHPC
in regulation of sucrose reward motivation and behavioral
strategy selection.

Materials and Methods
Subjects
Adult male C57BL/6J mice (nineweeks of age; n=98)

from The Jackson Laboratory were used in these studies
in accordance with the Drexel University Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee guidelines. The goal of
this study was to investigate the neural correlates underly-
ing low-dose ethanol-induced disruptions in motivated re-
ward seeking, which were observed only in male, but not
female, mice (Bryant et al., 2022). Thus, only male mice
were used in this study. Mice were housed in a vivarium
with a standard 12/12 h light/dark cycle and were accli-
mated to the animal facility for oneweek before beginning
any experiments. A subset of mice (n=24) underwent ste-
reotaxic surgery with a retrograde pAAVrg-hSyn-EGFP
(Addgene plasmid #50465, RRID: Addgene_50465)
targeting the nucleus accumbens shell (anterior/poster
(AP) 11.5 mm, medial/lateral (ML) 10.6 mm, dorsal/
ventral (DV) �4.7 mm) before beginning behavioral ex-
periments for later tract tracing. Other mice were as-
signed to receive stereotaxic surgery for electrode
array implantation, optic fiber implantation, or virus in-
jection as described below. Following recovery from
surgery or following the acclimation period, mice were
food restricted to ;90% of their ad libitum weight and
maintained at that weight for the length of the experi-
ments. All mice, except for electrode-implanted and
optic fiber-implanted mice, were group housed for the
duration of the study.

Operant set-up
All operant training occurred in standard Med Associates

operant boxes for mice in sound attenuating chambers.
The right wall of the operant chamber was equipped with
two retractable levers on either side of a recessed maga-
zine where liquid reinforcer could be delivered into a small
receptacle with a syringe pump. The left wall of the cham-
ber was equipped with five nose poke holes and hole
lights, but they were not used for the current studies.
The back wall and the ceiling of the chamber were clear
Plexiglas, and a standard metal bar floor was used. A
house light that turned on at the start of the session and
remained on for the session length was fitted above the
magazine. No discrete cues were ever presented with
reward delivery or responding.
For experiments in electrode-implanted mice the exact

same operant setup was used, with the addition of minor
changes to reduce electrical noise and allow for head-
stage tethering during behavior. The left wall was blocked
with clear Plexiglas to reduce electrical noise. The clear
Plexiglas ceiling had a hole for the headstage cable. The
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normal recessed magazine was replaced with a taller
magazine to accommodate the headcap and cable setup.
For optic fiber-implanted mice, the set-up was the same
except a taller, wider magazine (Med-Associates standard
“rat” operant box sizing) was used to accommodate the
stiffer optic fiber cables used.

Instrumental training
Before beginning operant training, mice underwent two,

15-min sessions of magazine training where a 10% liquid
sucrose solution (20ml) was delivered into the magazine
every 60 s to train the mice on the reward delivery mecha-
nism and to acclimate them to the 10% sucrose reward.
After two sessions of magazine training, mice began train-
ing on a fixed ratio 1 (FR1) schedule where every lever
press resulted in reward delivery. The mice were trained
to respond on two separate levers that were presented
consecutively during the behavioral session, such that
one lever (e.g., right lever) was presented and accessible
for the first half of the session, then that lever retracted and
the other lever (e.g., left lever) was accessible for the rest of
the session. The order of which lever was accessible first
alternated every day for each mouse and was counterbal-
anced across all groups and conditions.
Presses on either lever were reinforced with sucrose on

a FR1 schedule until stable responding on both levers
(.15 lever presses on each lever for at least 3 d) was ac-
quired. Mice that never acquired stable responding were
excluded (n=7). Once stable responding was acquired,
the schedule of reinforcement for each lever diverged
such that the left lever was reinforced on a random inter-
val (RI) schedule and the right lever was reinforced on a
variable ratio (VR) schedule. These schedules were cho-
sen because they have been shown to promote differing
behavioral strategies, with RI schedules generally promot-
ing inflexible, habitual behavior while VR schedules main-
tain flexible, goal-directed action (Dickinson et al., 1983;
Gremel and Costa, 2013; Barker et al., 2017). The RI
schedule used is a time-based schedule that reinforces
the first lever press after a randomly determined interval
averaging 30 s for RI30 and 60 s for RI60. The VR sched-
ule used is an effort-based schedule that reinforces every
Yth lever press, where Y averages 5 for VR5 and 8 for VR8.
Mice underwent 3 d of RI30/VR5 training followed by 3 d
of RI60/VR8 training before testing. Only data from the left
lever (FR1 to RI30 to RI60) are being shown and analyzed
for the purposes of this manuscript.

Ethanol exposure
Mice were randomly assigned to receive injections of

saline or low-dose ethanol (0.5 g/kg, i.p.) 1 h after the start
of the behavioral session, as our previous findings identi-
fied this time as a critical period for ethanol-induced
changes in male mice (Bryant et al., 2022). Injections fol-
lowed each training session, beginning at the first day of
FR1 through the final day of RI60 training. No injections
were given after the final training day during motivation
testing or retraining; thus, mice were not exposed to etha-
nol or in acute withdrawal when motivation was assessed.

Injections occurred in the home cage in the animal hous-
ing facility and mice were given their daily food allotment
after behavior every day, before injections occurred.
Following completion of all behavioral experiments, a
subset of mice received low-dose ethanol (0.5 g/kg, 7%
v/v, i.p.) injections and blood was collected using sub-
mandibular bleeds either 30min or 60min after acute in-
jection. The blood samples were then processed and
analyzed for blood ethanol concentration (BEC) using an
Analox system.

Progressive ratio testing and analysis
In order to determine the effort mice were willing to exert

for sucrose reward, mice were tested on an arithmetic pro-
gressive ratio 4 (PR) schedule, where the number of lever
presses required for each subsequent reinforcer delivery
was increased by four each time a reinforcer was delivered
(1, 5, 9, 13, 17, etc.). The maximum ratio reached was de-
termined by either the animal’s “break point,” the lever
press ratio at which they stopped pressing for 5min, or by
the maximum ratio reached within the maximum session
length. The maximum session length was 2 h for all elec-
trode-implanted mice, 4 h for all optic fiber-implanted mice,
and 8 h for all nontethered (e.g., Designer Receptors
Exclusively Activated by Designer Drugs; DREADD) mice.
These different session lengths were chosen because of
the effects of tethering on behavior, and the average ses-
sion length for mice in each condition to reach their break
points for each experiment. Most mice (n=109 PR ses-
sions; n=67 mice) reached their break point within the con-
fines of the session length. Mice that did not reach break
points within the time limit were still included in the analysis
using the maximum ratio reached before session termi-
nation and this did not vary by condition [(electrode
implanted mice n = 2 (1 ethanol, 1 saline); optic fiber im-
planted mice n = 4 (3 unpaired sessions, 1 paired ses-
sion); DREADD mice n = 4 (2 GFP 1 clozapine-n-oxide
(CNO), 1 DREADD 1 CNO, and 1 DREADD 1 saline)].
PR testing began one to threeweeks following the com-
pletion of behavioral training. One additional day of RI60/
VR8 retraining was given before PR testing because of the
large average length of time from the last training session to
the first PR test day. No ethanol was administered at the re-
training sessions. A subset of mice were tested for habits
using a contingency degradation test after behavioral train-
ing but before beginning testing on the PR. Data from those
additional tests are being excluded for the purposes of this
manuscript and behavioral testing on these other paradigms
did not impact behavioral patterns on the PR test.
Additional analyses of the PR data, including magazine

checking, were conducted by extracting and analyzing
Med Associates time-stamped PR data using MATLAB code
generated by our lab and as described previously (Bryant et
al., 2022; https://github.com/bsingh0110/Progressive-Ratio-
Analysis-).

Multielectrode array implantation
A subset of male C57BL/6J mice (n=14) were unilater-

ally implanted with 16-channel tungsten microwire arrays
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purchased from Innovative Neurophysiology with wires
targeting vHPC (AP �2.9 to �3.8 mm, ML 13.0 to 13.2
mm, DV �4.0 mm) in an eight by two arrangement (35-mm
diameter, 150-mm spacing). Surgeries were performed
under isoflurane anesthesia and implants were secured to
the skull using Metabond (Parkell) and dental cement.
Two mice were excluded because of problems with the
implant postoperatively. At the end of the experiments,
mice were perfused using a 4% paraformaldehyde in
phosphate buffered saline solution. A glial scar including
astrocytes progressively forms around the wire following
implantation. Wire placement was confirmed by immuno-
histochemical staining for glial fibrillary acidic protein
(GFAP; Sigma-Aldrich, catalog #G9269, RRID: AB_477035),
an astrocyte cytoskeletal protein, which enables visualization
of the wire track and tips as has been described previously
(Dickey et al., 2009; Falcone et al., 2018; Giacometti et al.,
2020; Pflüger et al., 2020).

Neurophysiological data collection and analysis
To investigate vHPC activity during motivated behavior,

following recovery from surgery, mice began behavioral
training and food restriction as described earlier. During
key behavioral sessions, including PR testing, mice were
connected to a Plexon OmniPlex system and vHPC neural
activity was recorded. Mice were connected via a Plexon
head stage (HST/16D) and digital head stage cable (HSC/
DHSC1). The OmniPlex system directly integrates Med
Associates outputs via TTL pulses enabling time-locked
integration of behavioral and electrophysiological meas-
ures. All behavioral outputs (lever press, reinforcer deliv-
ery, and magazine entry) were recorded as distinct TTL
outputs on the system, in addition to a TTL pulse that sig-
naled the start of the session. For implanted mice, the PR
test session was truncated from the normal maximum
session length of 8 to 2 h. This shorter session length was
chosen because a majority of the behavioral changes
were observed within the first 2 h of the session. Most
tethered mice (n=10) reached break points within the 2-h
window, as the tether and recording set-up impacted re-
sponse rates.

Spike sorting and electrophysiological analysis
Before the start of recorded behavioral sessions, head-

stage cables were connected and mice were able to freely
roam their homecage while online sorting and referencing
were completed using PlexControl software (Plexon).
Signals were digitized at 40 kHz using a Plexon Omniplex
system and filtered with a band pass filter from 300 to
6000 Hz. Spikes were detected by being at least four sig-
mas from threshold and were discriminated via examina-
tion of various features and principal component views of
the waveforms. Initial online sorting was saved to a hard
disk and filtered for initial processing using a high band
and low band filter, then refined later using Plexon Offline
Sorter. Since electrophysiological recordings mainly con-
stituted multiunit activity and single units cannot be sorted
on some channels with high confidence, single unit analy-
sis was not performed. Still, a large number of “units” were

recorded for each group (saline n=149, average of 30 per
animal; ethanol n=219, average of 36 per animal). Instead,
spiking activity from each channel was averaged across
each animal and channels with no single or multiunit ac-
tivity were excluded from analysis. Perievent time histo-
grams were generated using NeuroExplorer software
(Plexon) by binning spikes (100-ms bins) around each
behavioral event (magazine entries or lever presses).
Raw z-scored binned spike data were used for all statis-
tical analyses, but data were smoothed using a Gaussian
filter (three bins) for graphing. Perievent histograms were
z-scored using all spikes within the behavioral windows:
�1.0 to 0.5 s for lever presses and �4.0 to 2.0 s for mag-
azine entries.

Optogenetic surgery and behavior
A subset of male C57BL/6J mice (n=42) underwent bi-

lateral microinjections of either a GFP- (pAAV1-CaMKIIa-
EGFP; 0.5 ml; Addgene plasmid #50469; RRID:Addgene_
50469) or ArchT-expressing (pAAV8-CaMKII-ArchT-GFP;
0.5ml; Addgene plasmid #99039; RRID:Addgene_99039)
virus targeting the ventral hippocampus (vHPC; AP �3.2
mm, ML62.8 mm, DV �4.0 mm). The pAAV-CamKII-ArchT-
GFP (PV2527) was a gift from Edward Boyden. Optic fibers
(Thor Labs #CFML12U-20 cut to 3.8 mm) were implanted
just above the virus injection (DV �3.8 mm). One mouse in
the ethanol-exposure group was excluded for incorrect viral
and optic fiber placements.
The optogenetic experiments used a set-up built from

Thor Labs equipment. LED light was delivered to the optic
fiber using a 565 nm LED laser (Thor Labs #M565F3) con-
nected to a rotary (Thor Labs #M76L01 and #RJ1) and bi-
furcated optic patch cable (Thor Labs #BFYL1LF01)
which interfaced with the implanted fiber using a ceramic
sleeve (Thor Labs #ADAL1). The LED laser was driven by
outputs from a MED-PC program which connected to the
LED driver (LEDD1B) through a 28V DC to TTL adapter
from Med Associates (SG-231). The LED light power that
was targeted and achieved at the tip of each bifurcated
cable was ;1.5–3.0 mW (average light power was 2.5
mW).

Optogenetic modulation of ventral hippocampus
activity
To determine whether optogenetic inhibition of vHPC

surrounding a lever press could shift break points on the
PR, mice recovered from surgery for one week, and then
were trained and exposed to saline or ethanol as de-
scribed above. Following all training, mice were tested on
the PR test, where optogenetic manipulations occurred.
All optogenetic manipulations occurred in either a paired
or unpaired condition. In the paired condition, the LED
light was paired to a lever press such that it was turned on
for 0.5 s directly following a lever press. In the unpaired
condition, the LED light was unpaired from the lever press
such that it occurred at a fixed time interval based on
each animal’s baseline response rates on the tethered
RI60/VR8 session day before the PR test. In this condi-
tion, it was further programed so that the LED light did not
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turn on during the 2-s window following a lever press. All
mice except for a subset of the GFP mice (n=3) were
tested on both conditions. The order of which condition
was tested was first counterbalanced across all groups. A
tethered RI60/VR8 session where the mice were plugged
in, but no LED light was ever on, was given the day before
each PR test to retrain them on the normal schedule/ac-
tion-outcome relationship, and to prevent extinction from
consecutive PR tests.

Chemogenetic inhibition of the ventral hippocampus
To determine whether chronic inhibition of the vHPC

during training altered reward seeking behavior, a sub-
set of mice (n = 24) underwent stereotaxic surgery for a
bilateral injection of either a DREADD receptor- (pAAV-
CaMKIIa-hM4D(Gi)-mCherry; 0.2 ml; Addgene plasmid
#50477; RRID:Addgene_5477) or GFP-expressing (pAAV1-
CaMKIIa-EGFP; 0.2ml; Addgene plasmid #50469; RRID:
Addgene_50469) virus targeting the vHPC (same coordi
nates as listed above). The pAAV-CaMKIIa-hM4D(Gi)-
mCherry was a gift from Bryan Roth. Beginning three
weeks after surgery to allow for virus expression, mice were
trained and tested as described above, except mice were
not exposed to any saline or ethanol. Instead, starting on
the first day of FR1 training and continuing through the final
day of RI60/VR8 training, mice were given either saline or
clozapine-n-oxide (CNO; 2.0mg/kg, i.p.) 30min before be-
ginning each training session. Similar to the ethanol expo-
sure model, there were no more injections of CNO or saline
following the final training day or during PR testing. Two
mice were excluded from analysis, one DREADD 1 sa-
line mouse was removed from the study during the
postoperative period, and one DREADD 1 CNO mouse
had incorrect viral injection placements. A subset of
mice from the DREADD 1 Saline group (n= 7) received
injection of CNO or saline in a second PR test to deter-
mine the effects of vHPC inhibition during PR testing on
break points.

Experimental design and statistical analysis
Experimental design, animal numbers, and exclusions

are as listed above for each experiment. Animal numbers
of ;10 per group for nonimplanted mice and six per group
for implanted mice were targeted based on previous effect
size analyses on behavioral experiments in our lab. When
possible, within-subjects designs were used (e.g., vHPC
activity bins, optogenetic data). GraphPad PRISM was
used for all statistical analyses and a statistical table has
been included (Table 1). BEC data and some of the optoge-
netic comparisons were analyzed using an unpaired t test.
An ANOVA test was performed for behavioral outputs and
population recording data. Repeated measures ANOVA
(rmANOVA) was used when appropriate in analyses that in-
volved within-subjects and between-subjects comparisons
(behavioral training analysis, recording data analysis, etc.).
�Sídák’s and Tukey’s corrections were used for post hoc
analyses. Correlational analyses were performed using lin-
ear regression.

Results
Low-dose ethanol exposure impacts sucrose reward
motivation
To determine blood ethanol concentrations following

low-dose ethanol administration via intraperitoneal injec-
tion, bloods were collected and BEC was measured at 30
and 60min after an injection with low-dose ethanol in sep-
arate cohorts of mice (Fig. 1A). BECs were significantly
lower at 60min as compared with 30min after administra-
tion (unpaired t test, two-tailed, t=5.611, df =6, p=0.0014).
Levels at 60min were not significantly different from zero
(one-sample t test vs 0, t(3) =1.495, p= 0.2318), suggest-
ing that 0.5 g/kg ethanol is mostly cleared at 60min
postinjection.
Previous findings have indicated that acute postlearn-

ing exposure to ethanol can facilitate learning (Alkana and
Parker, 1979; Tyson and Schirmuly, 1994). To determine
whether low-dose ethanol exposure facilitated acquisition
of sucrose self-administration, the number of days required
to meet acquisition criteria in mice exposed to saline or
ethanol (0.5 g/kg, i.p.) 1 h after training was determined.
Exposure to low-dose ethanol did not impact the number
of days it took for the mice to acquire stable responding
(unpaired t test, two-tailed, t=0.3829, df=20, p=0.7058;
Fig. 1B), suggesting that chronic or repeated exposure to
ethanol post-training did not promote reward learning.
Recently published findings from the lab demonstrated

that a history of low-dose ethanol exposure increased
break points on a PR test as compared with saline ex-
posed controls (Bryant et al., 2022). To compare differen-
ces in motivation independent of individual differences in
reaching ratio criteria, an additional analysis of this data-
set was performed. Total lever presses for each group
were measured across the first 2-h block of PR testing
(Fig. 1C). A comparison of slopes from linear regressions
of the cumulative press data revealed that ethanol mice
escalated presses at a more rapid rate than saline con-
trols (F(1,172796) = 9193, p, 0.0001).

vHPC activity changes across a PR session
To determine how vHPC activity was impacted during be-

havior by a history of post-training, low-dose ethanol expo-
sure, a subset of mice was implanted with a multielectrode
array targeting the vHPC and neural activity was recorded dur-
ing PR testing (Fig. 2A). Low-dose ethanol exposure had no
impact on either days to acquire stable responding (unpaired t
test, two-tailed, t=0.4554, df=10, p=0.6586; Fig. 2B) or on
reward seeking across training (two-way rmANOVA, main
effect of exposure F(1,10) = 1.196, p=0.2998; Fig. 2C) as
compared with saline mice, replicating previous findings
(Bryant et al., 2022).
There was a main effect of training day on reward seeking

(rmANOVA, Greenhouse-Geisser corrected, F(3.157,31.57) =
24.93, p,0.0001). Post hoc analyses revealed a significant
escalation in responding from the first day of FR1 training to
the first days of RI30 (Dunnett’s, day 1 vs 4, p=0.0020) and
RI60 (day 1 vs 7, p=0.0001) training, consistent with the es-
calation in responding often seen when mice are trained on
leaner interval-based schedules. As nearly all representative
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Table 1: Table of all statistical and estimation analyses in the manuscript

Data structure Type of test Power
a Normal Unpaired t test 0.8399
b Normal Unpaired t test 0.0073
c Normal Linear regression, compari-

son of slopes
Saline: 0.1837, ethanol: 0.4301

d Normal Unpaired t test 0.0203
e Unequal variance (epoch vio-

lates Mauchly’s)
rmANOVA with Greenhouse–
Geisser correction

Main effect of day: 0.6405
Main effect of exposure: 0.8774
Interaction: 0.0204

f Normal rmANOVA Main effect of tethering: 0.2603
Main effect of exposure: 0.0771
Interaction: 0.0505

g Normal rmANOVA Main effect of time point: 0.0740
Main effect of exposure: 0.0015
Interaction: 0.0004

h Unequal variance (epoch vio-
lates Mauchly’s)

Mixed effect analysis with
Greenhouse–Geisser
correction

95% CI: �11.50 to 45.05

i Normal Linear regression 0.03255
j Normal rmANOVA Main effect of exposure: 0.0037

Main effect of bin: 0.1262
Interaction: 0.2576

k Normal rmANOVA Main effect of exposure: 0.0001
Main effect of bin: 0.2355
Interaction: 0.0046

l Normal Unpaired t test 0.3682
m Unequal variance (epoch vio-

lates Mauchly’s)
rmANOVA with Greenhouse–
Geisser correction

Main effect of day: 0.4277
Main effect of virus: 0.0353
Interaction: 0.0360

n Normal Linear regression GFP: 0.5142, ArchT: 0.0007
o Normal Linear regression GFP: 0.0559, ArchT: 0.1162
p Normal rmANOVA Main effect of virus: 0.2389

Main effect of pairing: 0.0382
Interaction: 0.0767

q Normal rmANOVA Main effect of virus: 0.1193
Main effect of pairing: 0.0204
Interaction: 0.0431

r Normal One-sample t test GFP: 0.0785, ArchT: 0.0091
s Normal One-sample t test GFP: 0.1253, ArchT: 0.1069
t Normal rmANOVA Main effect of virus: 0.3189

Main effect of pairing: 0.4214
Interaction: 0.0963

u Normal rmANOVA Main effect of virus: 0.0837
Main effect of pairing: 0.0069
Interaction: 0.1129

v Normal Unpaired t test 0.0013
w Unequal variance (epoch vio-

lates Mauchly’s)
rmANOVA with Greenhouse–
Geisser correction

Main effect of day: 0.4270
Main effect of virus: 0.0266
Interaction: 0.0237

x Normal Linear regression GFP: 0.0613, ArchT: 0.1053
y Normal Linear regression GFP: 0.2710, ArchT: 0.0261
z Normal Mixed effect analysis 95% CI for virus: �12.44 to 16.73

95% CI for pairing: �19.74 to 0.8410
95% CI for interaction: �30.53 to 10.62 and �10.62 to 30.53

aa Normal Mixed effect analysis 95% CI for virus: �1.148 to 0.7127
95% CI for pairing: �1.056 to �0.3407
95% CI for interaction: �0.4423 to 0.9887 and �0.9887 to 0.4423

bb Normal One-sample t test GFP: 0.1625, ArchT: 0.1814
cc Normal One-sample t test GFP: 0.2774, ArchT: 0.3735
dd Normal Mixed effect analysis 95% CI for virus: 1.037 to 18.36

95% CI for pairing: 11.59 to 24.45
95% CI for interaction: �1.029 to 24.68 and �24.68 to 1.029

(Continued)
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recording sessions for RI30 and RI60 training took place on
the final days of each block, responding on those days was
reduced in those tethered sessions (days 6 and 9) as com-
pared with the untethered training sessions (days 4, 5, 7,
and 8). Responding was also blunted in recording sessions
during FR1 training for each mouse, but since these ses-
sions were spaced out across training days and did not
occur on the same FR1 training day for all mice, it is not re-
flected in the overall group averages for FR1 training.
To determine how responding during the PR session in

tethered mice compared with previous findings, data from
the PR session were compared with previously published
findings establishing the effect of low-dose ethanol expo-
sure on PR responding in males (Bryant et al., 2022).
Tethering resulted in an overall reduction in break points
as compared with nontethered mice (main effect of tether-
ing, two-way ANOVA, F(1,32) = 14.59, p=0.0006), consist-
ent to responding on the FR and RI sessions. However,
despite this reduction, a main effect of ethanol exposure
(two-way ANOVA, F(1,32) = 4.321, p=0.0458) was still
present and no tethering � ethanol interactions were
observed.
To characterize vHPC neural activity changes across

the PR test session, vHPC mean firing rate was compared
at the beginning of the session (first 2min of behavior) ver-
sus the end, just before the animal’s break point (final
2min of the last ratio block, determined per animal; Fig.
2E). A main effect of time point was observed (rmANOVA,
F(1,8) = 19.47, p=0.0023), suggesting that vHPC firing

rates increased across the PR test session independent
of ethanol exposure, as neither a main effect of exposure
condition (rmANOVA, F(1,8) = 0.01,361, p=0.9100) nor an
exposure condition � time point interaction (rmANOVA,
F(1,8) = 0.1173, p=0.7408) was observed. To determine
whether increasing vHPC mean firing rates reflected
vHPC tracking of effort, mean firing rates for each ratio
block were analyzed. No significant interaction (mixed ef-
fects analysis, F(3,16) = 1.655, p=0.2166) or main effects
(ratio, F(0.9363,4.994) = 3.101, p=0.1386; exposure condi-
tion, F(1,9) = 1.801, p=0.2124) were observed. This sug-
gests that the observed increase in vHPC firing rates was
not tied to the overall effort required, but rather the break
point of each animal. The mean firing rate for the whole
session did not correlate with the response rate for the
session (linear regression, R2 = 0.03,255, F(1,9) = 0.3028,
p=0.5955), suggesting that differences in vHPC mean fir-
ing rates were not related to differences in behavioral ac-
tivity (Fig. 2F).

Low-dose ethanol exposure modulates vHPC activity
duringmotivated behavior
In order to investigate the impact of low-dose ethanol

exposure onmodulation of vHPC activity, vHPC population
activity was analyzed around behavioral events important
for reward seeking and motivated behavior (Barker et al.,
2017). vHPC activity was analyzed surrounding lever press
events when the animal was actively seeking the sucrose

Table 1: Continued

Data structure Type of test Power
ee Normal Mixed effect analysis 95% CI for virus: �20.17 to 20.89

95% CI for pairing: 16.53 to 40.68
95% CI for interaction: �11.39 to 36.91 and �36.91 to 11.39

ff Normal One-way ANOVA 0.167
gg Unequal variance (epoch vio-

lates Mauchly’s)
rmANOVA with Greenhouse–
Geisser correction

Main effect of day: 0.2928
Main effect of virus: 0.0878
Interaction: 0.0356

hh Normal One-way ANOVA 0.0254
ii Normal Unpaired t test 0.0043

Figure 1. Blood ethanol concentrations (BECs) and behavioral effects of low-dose ethanol exposure. A, Blood ethanol concentra-
tions were elevated at 30min following injection of low-dose ethanol (0.5 g/kg, i.p.). At 60min, BECs were not different from base-
line. B, Daily exposure to low-dose ethanol daily following training did not impact the number of days it takes to acquire stable
responding on an FR1 schedule for a sucrose reward. C, Ethanol-exposed male mice exhibited sustained, accelerated responding
during the PR test as compared with saline-exposed mice (**p, 0.01; for BEC data, n=4 per time point; saline n=12; ethanol
n=10; error bars represent SEM).
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reward (data has been smoothed using a Gaussian filter for
visualization; Fig. 3A). Unsmoothed z-scored activity was
binned and analyzed during a baseline (�1.0 to �0.5 s),
prepress (�0.5 to 0.0 s), and postpress (0.0 to 0.5 s) period
based on previous findings and observed activity patterns
(Fig. 3B). A significant interaction of exposure condition �
activity bin was observed (rmANOVA, F(2,16) = 7.277,
p = 0.0057). �Sídák’s post hoc analyses revealed that
saline exposed mice significantly reduced vHPC firing
postpress as compared with baseline (p=0.0254) and pre-
press (p=0.0240), while ethanol exposed mice significantly
reduced vHPC firing prepress as compared with baseline

(p=0.0381), suggesting that vHPC activity was differen-
tially modulated during reward seeking in the PR as a result
of low-dose ethanol exposure. Direct post hoc analyses
between saline and ethanol for each bin were also com-
pleted. No significant effects were found, although there
was a trend between ethanol and saline for the postpress
bin (�Sídák’s post hoc analysis, p=0.0595). A trend toward
a main effect of activity bin was also observed (rmANOVA,
F(2,16) = 3.565, p=0.0524).
vHPC activity was then analyzed surrounding entries

into the reward delivery magazine (Fig. 3C). Only a small
percentage of recorded magazine entries during the PR

Figure 2. vHPC firing rates during progressive ratio responding. A, A timeline of the behavioral experiment and MEA placements in
the vHPC. There was no effect of ethanol on days to acquire stable responding (B), basal reward seeking (C), or break points during
the PR test (D). E, vHPC mean firing rates were higher immediately before reaching the break point than the start of the session, in-
dependent of ethanol exposure condition. F, vHPC mean firing rates did not correlate with response rates (**p, 0.01; training: saline
n=6, ethanol n=6; testing: saline n=4, ethanol n=6; error bars represent SEM).
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test occurred following reward delivery (3.96%), so the
magazine entries analyzed here primarily reflected maga-
zine checking behavior, as opposed to consummatory
behavior. Activity was binned and analyzed during a base-
line (�4 to �2 s), pre-entry (�2 to 0 s), and postentry (0 to
2 s) period (Fig. 3D). Similar to the lever press analyses,
these bins were chosen based on previous findings and
analyses, as well as on observed activity patterns. A main
effect of activity bin was observed (rmANOVA, F(2,16) =
7.672, p=0.0046). �Sídák’s post hoc analyses revealed that
vHPC activity was significantly reduced pre-entry as com-
pared with baseline (p=0.0250) and significantly increased
postentry as compared with pre-entry (p=0.0061) regard-
less of ethanol exposure condition, as no main effect
of exposure condition was observed (rmANOVA, F(1,8) =
1.158e-005, p=0.9974). These findings indicate that vHPC
activity was suppressed before a magazine entry during PR
testing, and that this suppression was not impacted by a
history of low-dose ethanol exposure.

Inhibition of vHPC during a PR test shifts reward
seeking behavior in ethanol-naive male mice
To determine whether vHPC inhibition surrounding a

lever press shifted reward seeking behavior, saline-
exposed mice were injected with a virus expressing either
an inhibitory opsin (ArchT) or control fluorescent pro-
tein (GFP) under control of the CaMKIIa promoter and
implanted with an optic fiber in the vHPC (Fig. 4A).
ArchT-expressing mice took significantly fewer days

to acquire stable responding on the FR1 schedule
than GFP-expressing mice (two-tailed Welch’s un-
paired t test, t = 2.414, df = 6.912, p = 0.0469; Fig. 4B).
For basal reward seeking behavior (Fig. 4C) there was
neither an interaction of day � virus (rmANOVA, F(8,80) =
1.003, p=0.4408) nor a main effect of virus expression
(F(1,10) =2.491, p=0.1456) observed. A main effect of day
was observed (F(2.911,29.11) =11.90, p,0.0001) such that
mice significantly escalated responding by the final day of
training as compared with the first (Dunnett’s post hoc
analysis, day 1 vs 9, p = 0.0009). To determine whether
these observed differences in training were associated
with any differences in break points on the PR test,
correlational analyses were performed. There was no
correlation between days it took to acquire stable re-
sponding and break points during the unpaired condi-
tion for either GFP-expressing (linear regression, R2 =
0.5142, F(1,4) = 4.235, p = 0.1087) or ArchT-expressing
(R2 = 0.0007, F(1,4) = 0.0030, p = 0.9591) mice (Fig. 4D).
There was also no correlation between days it took to
acquire stable responding and break points during the paired
condition for either GFP-expressing (linear regression,
R2 = 0.0559, F(1,4) = 0.2368, p = 0.6520) or ArchT-ex-
pressing (R2 = 0.1162, F(1,4) = 0.5260, p=0.5085) mice
(Fig. 4E). Together, these findings confirm that individual or
group differences in acquisition or basal reward seeking
did not relate to differences in PR testing, which we have
also observed previously (Bryant et al., 2022).
To investigate whether the precise epoch of vHPC inhi-

bition relative to a lever press modulated changes in

Figure 3. vHPC population activity surrounding discrete behavioral events. A, Normalized vHPC firing rate around lever pressing in
ethanol and saline mice. B, vHPC activity was significantly reduced after a lever press in saline controls. In mice with a history of
low-dose ethanol exposure, vHPC activity was suppressed before a lever press. C, Normalized vHPC firing rate around magazine
entries in ethanol and saline mice. D, vHPC activity was significantly reduced before a magazine entry independent of exposure
condition (**p, 0.01, *p, 0.05; saline n=4, ethanol n=6).
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reward seeking behavior, male mice were tested on the
PR and the vHPC was inhibited either following a lever
press (paired condition) or blocked out from surrounding a
lever press (unpaired condition). vHPC inhibition increased

the maximum ratio reached (e.g., break point; rmANOVA,
main effect of virus, F(1,10) = 8.780, p=0.0142; Fig. 4F) re-
gardless of LED pairing condition (no pairing � virus inter-
action, F(1,10) = 2.051, p=0.1826; no main effect of pairing,

Figure 4. Effects of vHPC optogenetic manipulation in saline-exposed mice. A, Schematic of optogenetic inhibition timing for paired
and unpaired groups and optic fiber placements for saline mice. B, ArchT-expressing mice acquired stable responding in fewer
days than GFP-expressing mice. C, There was no effect of ArchT expression on basal reward seeking. There was no association be-
tween days it took to acquire stable responding and break points during either the unpaired (D) or paired (E) condition. vHPC inhibi-
tion increased break points (F) and response rates (G) regardless of light pairing, showing that this inhibition is able to increase
motivated behavior. Inhibition pairing condition did not affect the percent change in either break points (H) or response rates (I),
again supporting that this is not impacted by whether vHPC inhibition occurs temporally close to a lever press. J, vHPC inhibition
significantly reduced latencies to a magazine entry during the unpaired condition, showing that this inhibition is able to drive maga-
zine checking behavior. K, There was no effect of vHPC inhibition on latencies to a lever press, indicating that this is specific to
magazine entries (****p,0.0001, *p, 0.05; GFP n=6, ArchT n=6; error bars represent SEM).
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F(1,10) = 1.022, p=0.3359). vHPC inhibition also increased
overall response rates during the PR test (rmANOVA, main
effect of virus, F(1,10) = 6.104, p=0.0331; Fig. 4G) regardless
of LED pairing condition (no pairing � virus interaction,
F(1,10) = 1.239, p=0.2918; no main effect of pairing,
F(1,10) =0.5874, p=0.4611). The percent change from the
unpaired to paired condition for both the maximum ratio
reached and response rates during the PR test was also an-
alyzed for each animal. There were no significant differences
observed either between groups (unpaired t test, t=0.4935,
df=10, p=0.6326) or compared with baseline (one-sample
t test vs 0, GFP, t=0.6524, df=5, p=0.5429; ArchT,
t=0.2144, df=5, p= 0.8387) in percent change of break
points from the unpaired to paired condition (Fig. 4H). There
were also no significant differences observed either be-
tween groups (unpaired t test, t=1.140, df=10, p=0.2808)
or compared with baseline (one-sample t test vs 0, GFP,
t=0.8464, df =5, p= 0.4359; ArchT, t=0.7736, df=5,
p=0.4741) in percent change of response rates from the un-
paired to paired condition (Fig. 4I). These findings show that
brief, discrete vHPC inhibition increased break points and
response rates on the PR independent of whether this inhi-
bition occurred proximal to reward seeking behavior.
To assess whether vHPC inhibition initiated reward seek-

ing or checking behavior, the latency from the LED light on
to either a magazine entry or lever press was measured. For
latency from LED to a magazine entry, a significant virus �
pairing interaction was observed (rmANOVA, F(1,10) =34.54,
p=0.0002; Fig. 4J) with �Sídák’s post hoc analysis revealing
a significant reduction in latencies in the ArchT group as
compared with the GFP group for the unpaired (p, 0.0001),
but not paired (p=0.1170), condition. Main effects of virus
(F(1,10) =23.54, p=0.0007) and pairing (F(1,10) =151.2) were
also observed. For latency from LED to a lever press, no sig-
nificant interactions (rmANOVA, F(1,10) = 2.663, p=0.1338;
Fig. 4K) or main effects (virus, F(1,10) =2.247, p=0.1648;
pairing, F(1,10) =0.1637, p=0.6943) were observed. These
findings reveal a selective role for vHPC inhibition in promot-
ing reward delivery checking and tracking – but not seeking
– behavior.

Inhibition of vHPC during a PR test does not shift
reward seeking behavior in ethanol-exposedmale
mice
To determine whether vHPC activity modulated reward

seeking following a history of low-dose ethanol exposure,
ethanol-exposed mice were injected with a virus express-
ing either an inhibitory opsin (ArchT) or control fluorescent
protein (GFP) and implanted with an optic fiber in the
vHPC same as the saline-exposed mice (Fig. 5A). There
were no significant differences observed in days to ac-
quire stable responding on the FR1 schedule between
GFP-expressing and ArchT-expressing mice (two-tailed
Welch’s unpaired t test, t=0.1559, df=19.04, p=0.8777; Fig.
5B). For basal reward seeking behavior (Fig. 5C), a main ef-
fect of virus was observed (rmANOVA, F(1,27) =5.977,
p=0.0213) such that ArchT-expressing mice pressed more
for sucrose than GFP-expressing mice. A main effect of
day was also observed (Greenhouse-Geisser corrected,
F(3.751,101.3) = 32.05, p, 0.0001) such that mice significantly

escalated responding by the final day of training as com-
pared with the first (Dunnett’s post hoc analysis, day 1 vs
9, p,0.0001). To determine whether these observed dif-
ferences in training were associated with any differences in
break points on the PR test, correlational analyses were
performed. There was no correlation between days it took
to acquire stable responding and break points during the
unpaired condition for either GFP-expressing (linear regres-
sion, R2 = 0.0613, F(1,6) =0.3916, p=0.5545) or ArchT-ex-
pressing (R2 = 0.1053, F(1,15) =1.765, p=0.2039) mice (Fig.
5D). There was also no correlation between days it took to ac-
quire stable responding and break points during the paired
condition for either GFP-expressing (linear regression, R2

= 0.2710, F(1,6) = 2.231, p= 0.1859) or ArchT-expressing
(R2 = 0.0261, F(1,15) = 0.4021, p= 0.5356) mice (Fig. 5E).
This is again consistent with our previous findings that
any differences in acquisition or basal reward seeking
did not relate to differences in PR testing.
To determine whether inhibiting vHPC following reward

seeking behavior – the time point when vHPC activity was
reduced during motivated behavior in ethanol-naive mice –

shifted reward seeking behavior, ethanol-exposed male
mice were tested on the PR and the vHPC was inhibited ei-
ther following a lever press (paired condition) or blocked
out from surrounding a lever press (unpaired condition) as
described above. vHPC inhibition had no effect on the
maximum ratio reached (e.g., break point) regardless of
inhibition pairing condition (mixed-effects analysis, no
virus � pairing interaction, F(1,23) = 1.002, p= 0.3273; Fig.
5F). vHPC inhibition also had no effect on overall re-
sponse rates during the PR test (mixed-effects analysis,
no virus � pairing interaction, F(1,18) = 0.6435, p= 0.4329;
Fig. 5G) but there was a main effect of LED pairing condi-
tion (main effect of pairing, F(1,18) = 16.83, p= 0.0007).
The percent change from the unpaired to paired condi-
tion for both the maximum ratio reached and response
rates during the PR test was also analyzed for each ani-
mal. There were no significant differences observed ei-
ther between groups (unpaired t test, t= 0.6365, df = 21,
p= 0.0934) or compared with baseline (one-sample t test
vs 0, GFP, t= 0.9851, df = 5, p= 0.3698; ArchT, t= 1.883,
df = 16, p= 0.0780) in percent change of break points
from the unpaired to paired condition (Fig. 5H). While no
significant differences observed between groups (un-
paired t test, t = 0.2502, df = 18, p= 0.8052) only mice ex-
pressing ArchT exhibited a significant increase in response
rate (one-sample t test vs 0, GFP, t=1.517, df=6, p=
0.1799; ArchT, t=2.675, df=12, p=0.0202; Fig. 5I). These
findings show that discrete vHPC inhibition did not shift
break points or response rates on the PR in male mice with
a history of low-dose ethanol exposure.
To determine whether vHPC inhibition promoted re-

ward seeking or checking behavior in mice with a his-
tory of low-dose ethanol exposure, the latency from
the LED light on to either a magazine entry or lever
press was measured. For latency from LED to a maga-
zine entry, no significant virus � pairing interaction
was observed (mixed-effects analysis, F(1,19) = 3.708,
p = 0.0693; Fig. 5J) but there was a main effect of virus
(F(1,21) = 5.423, p = 0.0299) such that vHPC inhibition
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reduced latencies to a magazine entry regardless of
LED pairing. For latency from LED to a lever press, no
significant interactions were observed (mixed-effects
analysis, F(1,18) = 1.232, p = 0.2817; Fig. 5K) but there
was a main effect of pairing (F(1,18) = 24.77, p, 0.0001)

such that mice had lower latencies to a lever press
from LED during the paired condition. These findings
reveal that while vHPC inhibition promoted different be-
havioral strategies in ethanol-exposed mice, it did not in-
crease overall motivated behavior and reward seeking as

Figure 5. Effects of vHPC optogenetic manipulation in ethanol-exposed mice. A, Experimental timeline and optic fiber placements for
ethanol mice. B, There was no effect of ArchT expression on days it took to acquire stable responding. C, ArchT-expressing mice had
higher basal reward seeking than GFP-expressing mice. There was no association between days it took to acquire stable responding and
break points during either the unpaired (D) or paired (E) condition. vHPC inhibition had no effect on break points (F) and response rates (G)
regardless of light pairing. There was no effect of inhibition pairing on differences in break points (H), but paired vHPC inhibition did in-
crease response rates during the PR test (I). J, vHPC inhibition significantly reduced latencies to a magazine entry regardless of pairing
condition. K, There was no effect of vHPC inhibition on latencies to a lever press (ns = not significant; ***p, 0.001; *p, 0.05; GFP n=10,
ArchT n=16; error bars represent SEM).
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was observed in ethanol-naive mice. This suggests that
low-dose ethanol exposure produced long-term changes
in vHPC regulation of reward seeking.

Chronic vHPC inhibition during training does not
impact reward seeking behavior
To determine whether a history of vHPC inhibition

throughout training could alter reward seeking behavior,
male mice were injected with a virus expressing either a
DREADD or GFP, and then were exposed to either CNO or
saline throughout training (Fig. 6A). There was no effect
of vHPC inhibition during training on days it took to
acquire stable responding (one-way ANOVA, F(2,20) =2.005,
p=0.1609; Fig. 6B). For basal reward seeking, there was a
main effect of virus (rmANOVA, F(2,20) =3.730, p=0.0420;
Fig. 6C) such that the GFP 1 CNO mice had greater re-
sponding than both the DREADD 1 Sal (Tukey’s post hoc
analysis, p,0.0001) and DREADD 1 CNO (p=0.0001)
mice. There was also a main effect of day (Greenhouse-
Geisser corrected, F(3.888,77.76) = 17.17, p,0.0001) such
that all groups escalated responding on the final day of
training as compared with the first (Dunnett’s post hoc
analysis, day 1 vs 9, p,0.0001). To determine whether
there were differences in behavioral strategy selection
during training as a result of vHPC inhibition, magazine
checking behavior as measured by the percentage of
lever presses followed by a magazine entry were analyzed

for each training day as described previously (Bryant et al.,
2022). There were no significant main effects (rmANOVA,
no main effect of day, Greenhouse-Geisser corrected,
F(4.044,74.31) = 2.043, p=0.0963; no main effect of virus,
F(2,21) = 0.6792, p=0.5178) or interaction (F(16,147) = 0.6998,
p=0.7908), suggesting that vHPC inhibition does not shift
magazine checking behavior during training.
There was no effect of a history of vHPC inhibition dur-

ing training on the maximum ratio reached on the PR
(one-way ANOVA, F(2,20) = 0.8544, p=0.4405; Fig. 6D). To
determine whether vHPC inhibition during the expression
of motivated behavior (i.e., during the PR test) shifted mo-
tivated behavior, mice from the DREADD 1 Saline group
were given additional PR test days in which they received
injections of CNO or saline 30min before the PR test. No
effect of vHPC chemogenetic inhibition during test on the
maximum ratio reached during the PR test was observed
(unpaired t test, t=0.2464, df = 14, p=0.8089; Fig. 6E).
These findings show that, in contrast to the effects of dis-
crete vHPC inhibition on behavior observed with optoge-
netic manipulation, chemogenetic inhibition of the vHPC
inhibition during acquisition or expression of motivated
behavior does not shift reward seeking.

Discussion
The current findings demonstrate that chronic low-dose

ethanol exposure altered vHPC regulation of reward

Figure 6. Effects of vHPC chemogenetic manipulation on reward seeking. A, Experimental timeline and representative placements of min-
imal and maximal virus expression. Chemogenetic vHPC inhibition during task acquisition did not affect the days it took to acquire stable
responding (B) or basal reward seeking (C). Neither a history of vHPC inhibition during acquisition (D) nor expression of motivated behavior
(E) affected break points on the PR test (GFP 1 CNO n=8, DREADD 1 Sal n=8, DREADD 1 CNO n=7; error bars represent SEM).
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seeking behavior. Chronic low-dose ethanol exposure in-
creased reward motivation in male mice (Bryant et al.,
2022), and these behavioral alterations were accompa-
nied by shifts in vHPC suppression surrounding instru-
mental actions as compared with ethanol-naive controls.
The observed shift in vHPC activity following chronic low-
dose ethanol exposure was specific to instrumental action
as there were no effects of ethanol on activity surrounding
reward checking or collection. Consistent with a role for
vHPC activity in regulating reward seeking strategy under
control conditions, optogenetic inhibition of the vHPC in-
creased break points in saline-exposed male mice, while
this manipulation did not impact behavior in ethanol-ex-
posed mice. Independent of ethanol exposure history,
brief inhibition of the vHPC promoted reward checking
behavior. This protracted change in a neural correlate of
reward-seeking behavior and the effect of low-dose etha-
nol exposure on vHPC regulation of reward seeking iden-
tify long-term neurobehavioral consequences of chronic
low-dose ethanol exposure.
This work identifies shifts in vHPC activity surrounding

reward seeking as a neural correlate of altered reward
motivation following chronic low-dose ethanol exposure.
Specifically, in ethanol-naive control mice, reduced vHPC
firing rates followed an instrumental action. A history of
low-dose ethanol exposure shifted the timing of vHPC ac-
tivity suppression around lever pressing such that in low-
dose ethanol-exposed mice this suppression anticipated
the action. In contrast to patterns of vHPC activity sur-
rounding lever presses, suppression of vHPC activity be-
fore a magazine entry occurred in both ethanol-exposed
and control mice. This replicates findings from Yoshida
and colleagues which showed that reward seeking behav-
ior was associated with reductions in vHPC calcium activ-
ity (Yoshida et al., 2019, 2021), suggesting that there are
population level reductions in vHPC activity during goal-
directed actions. Consistent with the idea that suppres-
sion of vHPC activity after a lever press is related to goal-
directed behavior, the shift observed in ethanol-exposed
mice could reflect a reliance on more habitual or inflexible
response strategies. Such shifts in neural activity as a re-
sult of differences in response strategy selection have
been observed in other cortical regions that regulate re-
ward seeking (Barker et al., 2017), and modulating vHPC
circuit activity can shift response selection (Barker et al.,
2019).
Optogenetic inhibition of the vHPC increased break

points in saline-exposed mice, regardless of whether the
inhibition was paired to a lever press or not. This is con-
sistent with previous findings that optogenetic inhibition
of the vHPC increased break points on a PR test (Yoshida
et al., 2019). However, in the current findings, brief vHPC
inhibition (0.5 s) did not shift break points in mice with a
history of ethanol exposure. This, combined with our
findings showing shifts in vHPC activity, suggests that
chronic low-dose ethanol altered how vHPC regulates
reward seeking such that transient vHPC inhibition is no
longer able to increase break points on the PR.
In both ethanol-naive and ethanol-exposed mice, opto-

genetic inhibition reduced latencies to enter the reward

magazine in ArchT-expressing mice compared with light
delivery in GFP-expressing controls, suggesting that the
inhibition itself promotes magazine checking. However,
there was a significant interaction only in ethanol-naive
mice, such that ArchT-expressing mice exhibited signifi-
cantly lower latencies to enter the reward magazine spe-
cifically in the unpaired inhibition condition. Importantly,
in the unpaired condition the inhibition is no longer tied to,
and is indeed explicitly blocked out from, lever pressing, so
this represents a time point when the mouse is likely not
engaged in the task. Thus, while vHPC inhibition promoted
similar changes in reward tracking in both ethanol-naive
and ethanol-exposed mice, these changes were attenu-
ated and did not translate to higher break points or depend
on task engagement in ethanol-exposed mice.
The effect of vHPC inhibition on reward checking and

motivated behavior is consistent with the role of vHPC in
encoding reward-related contextual cues and environ-
mental contexts (Corbit and Balleine, 2000; Ito et al.,
2008; Sweeney and Yang, 2015; Schumacher et al., 2016;
Riaz et al., 2017) and in tracking goal-related information
(Kutlu and Gould, 2016; Gauthier and Tank, 2018). It has
been theorized that the vHPC is a comparator of conflict-
ing stimuli that ensures appropriate behavioral strategy
selection, such that general suppression of vHPC activity
is necessary for the performance of discrete actions
(McNaughton and Gray, 2000). That vHPC activity is gen-
erally suppressed, rather than increased, around discrete
behavioral events is consistent with the hypothesis that
suppression of vHPC activity is required for behavioral per-
formance. Both saline-exposed and ethanol-exposed mice
exhibited similar patterns of vHPC suppression leading up
to a magazine entry. That optogenetic inhibition of the
vHPC was able to promote magazine checking in both sa-
line-exposed and ethanol-exposed mice supports that this
observed suppression of vHPC was driving a magazine
entry. Our recently published findings showed that reward
tracking behavior as measured by magazine checking is
correlated with break points in ethanol-exposed male mice
such that reward tracking was lower in mice that reached
higher ratio break points (Bryant et al., 2022). This indicates
that ethanol exposure is inducing changes in both vHPC
activity and in the ability of modulating vHPC activity to
modify behavior. This may implicate vHPC as a secondary
structure in the regulation of reward seeking in mice with a
history of chronic low-dose ethanol, thus suggesting a dis-
sociation in the neural control of reward motivation in the
chronic ethanol-exposed state.
Indeed, the ethanol-driven shifts in vHPC neural modu-

lation may reflect changes in discrete circuits or popula-
tions that regulate reward seeking (Seib et al., 2021;
Sánchez-Bellot et al., 2022). The vHPC sends robust exci-
tatory innervation to regions that have been extensively
studied in reward, including the nucleus accumbens, pre-
frontal cortex, and basolateral amygdala (French and
Totterdell, 2003; Ishikawa and Nakamura, 2006; Britt et
al., 2012; Kim bin and Cho, 2017; Yang and Wang, 2017;
Beyeler et al., 2018; Liu and Carter, 2018). It is known that
the role of vHPC in reward seeking depends on activation
and suppression of specific circuits (Bryant and Barker,
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2020), and identification of these discrete substrates of
reward motivation will help advance our understanding of
the neurobiology of motivated behavior and the conse-
quences of low-dose ethanol exposure. One note is that
most vHPC outputs, including those listed above, are
through the vCA1 subregion (Bryant and Barker, 2020;
Gergues et al., 2020), while the current findings were pri-
marily recording from and manipulating the vCA3 subre-
gion. The vCA3 does have some long-range targets that
would be notable for reward seeking, such as the dorsal
lateral striatum (DLS) and lateral septum (LS; Besnard et
al., 2020), but it acts primarily as a modulator and driver
of vCA1 output through robust intrahippocampal projec-
tions (Witter, 2007; Fanselow and Dong, 2010). Thus, primar-
ily vCA3 modulation as presented here would still produce
changes in vCA1 activity and its downstream targets.
The current findings indicate that vHPC neural activity is

increased immediately before reaching the break point as
compared with the beginning of the PR session. However,
vHPC activity was not tied to the level of overall effort re-
quired, as vHPC firing rates were increased before the
break point for nearly all mice, regardless of the actual ratio
reached. Further, while these data point toward a rela-
tionship between vHPC firing rates and break points, the
structure of the behavioral assay in the tethered animals pre-
cluded further investigation of this possibility. In future stud-
ies, shifting the PR schedule and break point definition may
be appropriate to accommodate baseline differences in re-
sponding frequency as a result of task design. However,
general vHPC inhibition during the PR test using chemoge-
netics was not sufficient to shift PR break points, while
the small, online vHPC inhibition using optogenetics
was. This, in addition to the lack of effect of chemoge-
netic inhibition during acquisition and the lack of a rela-
tionship between responding during training and break
points on the PR, suggests that it is not general vHPC
activity, but instead transient changes in vHPC activity
surrounding specific behavioral events that is important
for reward seeking.
Together, these findings demonstrate that chronic

low-dose ethanol exposure produces long-lasting neu-
robehavioral effects. These alterations are accompanied
by ethanol-induced perturbations in vHPC neural activity
modulation during reward seeking which disrupts vHPC
regulation of reward seeking. These novel findings have
important implications for the investigation of chronic
low-dose ethanol effects on the brain and behavior and
demonstrate that even low doses produce long-lasting
effects on neurobiology. Identification of the neural sub-
strates underlying aberrant motivation following chronic
low-dose ethanol exposure, which more closely reflects
the drinking patterns of a substantial number of people,
is expected to inform the targeting and development of
novel pharmacotherapeutics to help prevent the transi-
tion from casual drinking patterns to drinking behavior
consistent with alcohol use disorders.
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